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The Growing Terror in Germany 

The situation of the Jews and the non-Jewish non-Aryans 
(mostly Christian) in Germany is getting worse and worse. In view 
of the Olympic Games and foreign opinion, the Government is 
avoiding everything spectacular, but the party and the various 
Governmental departments are bringing increasing pressure to bear 
on their unfortunate victims who have no legal redress. 

While we hear the number of Jews quoted variously as between 
420,000 and 500,000 (about 65,000 have migrated since .the begin-: 
ning of the troubles) it is not sufficiently realized that there are, at 
the very least, about r,roo,ooo non-Jewish non-Aryans, whose 
condition in some ways is even more desperate than that of the 
Jews. A recent visit by a representative of WoRLD DOMINION· has 
revealed a truly terrible situation. It is difficult to form an accurate 
judgment from scattered newspaper reports, and the facts them
selves are so incredible to those living in a peaceful land that the 
imagination simply cannot grasp the magnitude of the. distress. 

About 4,000 Jews and non-Aryans have found their way to Great 
Britain, but tens of thousands, who desire to leave the country, 
cannot. Twenty thousand are reported to be in desperate need of 
help, but it is difficult to get into effective touch with more than a 
small number. Our representative writes : ' The question of the 
young people and their future is frightening. They are not allowed 
to attend Aryan secondary schools or to receive any higher 
education ; they cannot work as apprentices, and, if they do learn a 
trade, cannot register their qualifications. Theoretically, they can 
work in small numbers for non-Aryan employers, but in practice even 
this is becoming impossible. Whichever way they turn, these 
young non-Aryans can find no loophole.' 

Details of one or two actual cases out of thousands will give a 
better idea of the state of affairs :-'-

(r) Solicitor and wife forced to leave home town owing to persecution; 
!Jnly daughter, aged twelve, so affected by treatment that she 
committed suicide. Couple penniless, living on relief. 

(2) Doctor, no work now and no hope. Needs thirty pounds to go to 
Chile where he could settle. 

(3) Husband, wife and two children forced to sell business, no work. 
Wife has to work as charwoman. Younger child cripple, elder 
daughter working as typist. 

(4) Man· in good business (expo~t merchant) arrested and charged with 
breaking 'Devisen' laws. No trial, Tstill in prison. Wife and 
family no means of support. Family scattered, younger child in 
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Children's Home, and wife working as domestic servant for one 
shilling a day. 

(5) Christian doctor, parents orthodox Jews, was working in hospital, 
dismissed owing to Aryan paragraph. Engaged to Aryan girl, but 
marriage prohibited by police. Wishes to become a missionary. 
Says his case is that of thousands. 

(6) A German, married to a half-Jewess. Large business went to 
pieces when it was known that his wife was not pure Aryan. 
Daughter of eighteen afraid it will become known to her own 
friends and wants them all to emigrate before it is too late. 

(7) Christian Jew, wife Aryan, one child. He held a good Government 
position, but was dismissed. Cannot get work owing to his Jewish 
blood. His wife has a daily job with Aryan family and is in danger 
of arrest, but it is their only means of support. 

(8) Christian Jew with Jewish wife and three children; formerly clerk, 
but dismissed. Got several other jobs but always was dismissed 
for same reason. His wife has developed consumption and has 
been ordered away. Ten pounds would save her life, but there· 
are no funds. 

(9) Christian non-Aryan girl unable to work owing to accident. Her 
old father (75) is seriously ill, and owing to non-Aryan isolation 
can get no help. 

(ro) Young Christian farmer without work wishes to go to Brazil, but 
lacks funds for journey and necessary 'landing permit.' 

(u) Widow, Christian non-Aryan, without means. Daughter seriously 
ill, need(lengthy stay in country. 

(12) Young mechanic from provinces dismissed and arrived in Berlin 
with no work. He is receiving no relief, but could get work on 
giving security. (Our representative was able to provide this sum.)' 

(13) Christian Jewess formerly in Government employment but dis
missed through Aryan paragraph after many years' service . 
. Pension at first refused, was later granted (£4 a month), but on:ly 
for three years, expiring in 1936. What is to happen then? 

It is reported that 20,000 cases like these, due solely to persecu
tion, could be described, ahd the area of trouble is widening every 
day. Large numbers desiring fo emigrate either have no money or 
do not know what to do. If there is any way in which we can give, 
help we should not withold it. 


